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INT. SHITTY LITTLE APARTMENT - DAY

A HAND pulls aside a white curtain. The hand (and curtain) 
belong to a disheveled WRITER who peers out the window at a 
CONSTRUCTION CREW across the street. Writer shakes his head.

INT. SHITTY LITTLE APARTMENT - LATER

Writer hunches over his rickety kitchen table, pen poised 
over a blank sheet of paper. His fingertips are stained with 
ink and his shirt is stained with whatever he ate the night 
before.

Writer looks up at the HUGE CALENDAR mounted on the wall.

Twenty-five X's mark twenty-five squares and there are five 
blank squares before the one marked DEADLINE.

Writer returns to his paper, scribbles a line, crosses it 
out. Then he flinches, looks behind his shoulder. The clock 
on the wall vibrates.

EXT. STREET - DAY

Writer shlumps along, notebook in hand, searching for refuge.

INT. CAFE THAT IS MUCH LIKE STARBUCKS BUT NOT - DAY

Writer sits at a table by the window, watching PASSERS BY who 
are clearly happier than him because they have not chosen 
such a soul-killing profession.

On the table before him are two empty paper cups of coffee 
and the notebook, which is blank, of course.

LATER...

Six paper cups, two crossed-out paragraphs.

LATER...

Ten paper cups, three torn pages, doodling.

LATER...

Writer pushes back his chair, stands, crosses the cafe, 
passing the PISSED OFF WAITRESS who knows she's going to have 
to clean up all that mess and still not get a tip.
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INT. MEN'S ROOM - DAY

Writer pushes open the men's room door, bypasses the urinals 
and enters the last stall on the left.

INT. LAST STALL ON THE LEFT - DAY

Writer drops his pants and sits.

At first, his face is bland an expressionless - just like his 
writing.

But then...

He sits up straighter.

He leans forward.

He stares.

ON THE STALL DOOR

A drawing of a lightbulb, bold and stylized, with zaps of 
electricity all around it.

Writer is transfixed.

Inspiration dawns.

INT. CAFE - DAY

Writer shoots out the bathroom door still buttoning his 
pants.

Races to his table.

Shoves Pissed Off Waitress out the way.

Snatches his pen, sits down, and writes.

And writes and writes and writes. The words flow 
effortlessly, page after page.

The pages fly into the air transitioning to...

A white window shade being pulled shut.
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INT. CAFE - NIGHT

The cafe's SURLY OWNER shakes his head at Writer. The lights 
are off, the place is closed, get the hint already.

Reluctantly, Writer leaves, clutching his notebook to his 
chest.

EXT. CAFE - MORNING

Writer waits for Surly Owner who grows even more surly when 
he recognizes Writer.

MONTAGE

Writer ducks into the men's room.

Exits, beaming and brimming with ideas.

THE NEXT DAY

Writer breezes into the cafe only to be stopped by Surly 
Owner, who points to a newly mounted sign behind the counter: 
RESTROOMS FOR CUSTOMERS ONLY

THE NEXT DAY

Writer breezes in yet again and slaps a bill on the counter 
before heading to the men's room

END MONTAGE

INT. MEN'S ROOM - DAY

Writer opens the door, notebook in hand and...

The last stall on the left is occupied.

Writer pauses, then paces, the panics. Bends over, checks for 
feet - sees SNEAKERS bouncing on their heels. Writer BANGS on 
the stall door.

THE FEET under the stall door stop bouncing.

An BABY FACED YOUNG MAN exits the stall, looking askance at 
Writer, who barges in while the toilet is still flushing.
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INT. MEN'S ROOM - LATER

Writer emerges from the last stall on the left looking spent. 
He leans against the stall for support and, after gathering 
his strength, clutches the notebook to his chest and nods.

It is done.

INT. BIG FANCY EDITOR'S OFFICE - DAY

BIG FANCY EDITOR, in his fancy suit and big cigar, shakes 
Writer's hand.

He raves about the brilliant manuscript and the Writer 
pretends to be modest but of course he's sucking it up like 
it's a bag of Bugles.

ANOTHER MONTAGE

A hand slams THE BOOK onto a table. The cover art is a huge 
BANANA on a field of black. No title, no author name.

Now we're in a BOOKSTORE and Writer, who is much better 
dressed these days, is gazing in awe at a giant stack of 
banana-covered books. Above the stack, a huge banner reads 
NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER.

At ANOTHER BOOKSTORE, Writer sits at a table, autographing 
book after book for adoring fans. The line stretches the 
length of the store and out onto the sidewalk.

In YET ANOTHER BOOKSTORE, Writer reads aloud to a crowd of 
fans who laugh and cry at all the right parts.

In a booth at a PUBLIC RADIO STATION, Writer sits on a stool 
wearing a pair of headphones, nodding and talking earnestly 
to someone who, from the back, looks just like Terry Gross.

On a MORNING TALK SHOW, Writer sits on a couch, beams at a 
PERKY HOSTESS who holds up the banana book and implores the 
audience to buy this unprecedented work of art.

At his AGENT'S OFFICE, Writer sits at a desk with MEN IN 
SUITS ply him with contracts. Movie rights! Merchandising!

Sequel!

Oh shit.

Writer looks up at Fancy editor who nods.
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END MONTAGE

INT. MUCH NICER APARTMENT - DAY

Another calendar, another deadline, another blank notebook.

You know where this is going...

EXT. CAFE - DAY

It's closed. The sign on the door even says so:

OUT OF BUSINESS.

Writer can't believe it. He walks up to the door, grabs the 
handle, rattles it.

He moves to the window, presses his face against the glass.

The interior of the cafe is dark, the chairs are stacked on 
top of the tables, the place is clearly abandoned.

With his face still smushed against the glass, Writer starts 
to cry like a little girl.

EXT. ALLEY - DAY

Writer looks up and down the deserted alleyway to confirm 
that it is, indeed, deserted.

He walks up to the cafe's battered rear door and tries the 
handle. Locked, of course.

He scans the pile of garbage near the door and spots a 
fortuitous crowbar, snatches it up and inserts it in the 
doorjamb.

He pulls. Nothing happens. Pushes, and nothing happens.

Clearly the writer's life - sedentary and full of 
carbohydrates - has not prepared him for this task.

He looks up, as if beseeching the heavens, and spots a 
window.
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EXT. ALLEY - LATER

Writer perches atop a not-at-all-safe looking stack of crates 
and boxes. He pushes at the transom window once, twice, and 
finally, gets it open.

INT. CAFE - DAY

A notebook appears in the window then falls, its covers 
acting like a pair of wings to gently guide it to the ground.

Next comes Writers head and shoulders. Then an arm, then one 
leg hoisted over the windowsill.

Then he falls --

landing HARD on the tile floor.

Writer lays there for a bit, helpless as an overturned 
turtle, before rolling over and gingerly feeling for broken 
bones.

He looks around the darkened cafe. No lights, but the picture 
windows let in plenty of sunlight from the street.

He ducks to avoid being seen by PEDESTRIANS on the sidewalk 
and picks up the notebook.

INT. MEN'S ROOM - DAY

Writer enters the men's room and flicks on the lightswitch.

Which doesn't work of course. Writer sighs. This has really 
been a Fuck My Life kind of day.

He takes out his cell phone. The soft glow of the phone 
screen guides him to the last stall on the left.

IN THE STALL

Writer sets the phone on the floor and kneels before the 
image of the light bulb.

Yes, it does look like he's praying.

He waits.

Waits.

Still waiting.
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INSPIRATION AT LAST!

He squats on all fours, writing one page after another, not 
even caring that he's up close and personal with a squalid 
bathroom floor that is no doubt covered in microscopic fetal 
matter.

Then -

A GIANT WRECKING BALL SMASHES INTO THE WALL

EXT. STREET - DAY

The PORTLY OPERATOR of the wrecking ball pulls up the handle 
of his machine and cocks his head. Did he just hear 
bloodcurdling screams?

He turns off the engine of the...whatever you call the thing 
that operates a wrecking ball...and hops down.

He approaches the wall he just knocked down, steps over 
debris and sees a pair of trembling legs under the wreckage 
of a bathroom stall.

He opens the stall door as if he were opening a coffin lid.

Writer looks up at Portly Operator, with a "Why me? No, 
really. WHY ME?" expression. But Portly Operator does not 
look back at Writer because he is distracted by...

THE LIGHTBULB

INT. MORNING TALK SHOW SET - DAY

Portly Operator sits on a couch, exchanging banter with Perky 
Hostess. Perky Hostess holds up a book whose cover is a 
single PINEAPPLE against a white background.

We pull back to see that the scene is actually being viewed 
on a TV SCREEN. Pull farther back to see that we are in 
HOSPITAL.

In the hospital bed - swathed in a full body cast - is 
Writer, who glares at the television with a hatred so intense 
it makes the surface of the sun look just a bit warm.

A HOT NURSE enters the room, clucks sympathetically at 
Writer, who implores her with his eyes - because his mouth is 
wired shut - to just kill him already and end his misery.
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Instead, Hot Nurse shuts off the television with a CLICK and 
approaches Writer's bed. She holds up a basin and sponge.

Writer cocks an eyebrow. Things are looking up.

Hot Nurse draws the curtains around Writer's bed.

A flutter of white.

THE END


